EU-SYNC targets a strongly interactive and cross-campus multiversity. We create synergies in research, teaching, and administration and foster innovation and inclusion. By intensifying and building upon research cooperation, we aim to conduct joint top-level research and create innovative multilateral cooperation models.

Our consortium contributes to solving current societal problems such as increasing inequality and climate change. Through innovative research in current areas of activity, such as data science, we generate solutions to global challenges. We believe that ensuring inclusive, just, and qualitatively high-level education, as well as opportunities for lifelong learning, will be crucial to Europe’s future.

Stronger support for innovative learning and teaching formats will benefit new joint degree programs, hybrid models, and microcredentials. Our alumni contribute to a diverse Europe with their fortified digital, language, and cultural skills.
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EU-SYNC European Multiversity for Synergy, Inclusion and Innovation
Vision of EU-SYNC

Establishing interdisciplinary research groups that, among other things, will create a new culture of research cooperation focusing on the integration and internationalization of early career researchers

Fostering mobility that equally supports joint research through formats such as matchmaking workshops, research stays by early career researchers, joint student projects

Offering joint courses to implement research-oriented teaching, deepen intercultural skills, and an increase in mobility

Publishing joint publications as a contribution to a sustainable European university network in the areas of teaching and research and to support external-funding applications

Strengthening governance and administration by building up joint processes and infrastructure and consolidating expertise

Digitalizing by developing and piloting, among other things, digital infrastructure and processes and expanding virtual mobility